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The PrepTest is an actual LSAT administered on the date indicated. Practice as if taking an actual

test by following the test-taking instructions and timing yourself. In addition to actual LSAT

questions, each PrepTest contains an answer key, writing sample, and score-conversion table.
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This is the newest LSAT preptest, as of the time of this review (July 2013). The LSAT changes with

time. You should definitely get the newest test, as new tests are the best indicator of what future

tests will look like. Considering how important the LSAT is to your odds of admission, this book is

well worth the price. You should also get the following books:LSATs 52-61LSAT 62LSAT 63LSAT

64LSAT 65LSAT 66LSAT 67LSAT 68The total cost of those books + this book is around $70-$80.

You'll get 18 of the most recent, official LSAT preptests. There is no better investment you could

make towards a better LSAT score. If you want more preptests, I recommendÂ LSATs 29-38, which

is only $21 and has ten more fairly recent tests. To get tests 39-51, you'll have to buy online PDFs,

as the LSAC no longer makes them readily available in print on .Note that only LSAT 69 (this test),

LSAT 68, LSAT 67 and LSAT 66 have two pages for logic games diagrams. I recommend using

only the second page for your diagrams. I've watched students draw diagrams far away from the

questions, and it is surprisingly easy to lose your train of thought when you have to move your eyes

across multiple pages.Graeme BlakeAuthor ofÂ LSAT 69 Explanations



Anyone serious about improving on the LSAT should be studying with actual LSAT preptests such

as this one. Answering real questions from previously administered tests is one of the most effective

ways of increasing your score.This is the most (as of July 2013) modern LSAT test available. This

test has the new comparative reading section AND it has the new game question. Because of the

modern changes to the LSAT and how recent this test is, this is a must-have for anyone serious

about improving on the LSAT.Not only does this LSAT test have the new game question, it also has

the new format for games. This is extremely important to practice on.For more about the LSAT and

how to improve visit 180degreeslsat.com

It is absolutely necessary to purchase LSAT 62-69 separately as they have not been published in a

compilation book as of yet. If you are to be successful on the LSAT you need to take as many actual

LSATs as humanly possible.

Don't buy the Kindle version! The format is totally different than the actual test and other pretest

booklets. This is useless if you are trying to prepare using actual conditions and materials. Format

and test conditions are vital in preparing for the LSAT. While the paper version may be okay, the

Kindle version is a waste!!!

So I have ordered TONS of PTs from . I hated to do so because you end up paying $8 or less

depending on how relevant the PT is. However, when you add in shipping and tax - you end up

paying $15 or so (double in some instances). I've even bought used PTs for like $2.00 and end up

paying $4.00 for shipping. Now you have to hit the $35 mark to qualify for free shipping!

LAME.There is a site I go to called Cambridge LSAT.com. I paid $8 flat for PT 70 before it was even

released in paperback form! IYou get to download it RIGHT THERE AND THEN, You only get to

download it twice so you have to save it right away but that's not a big deal. Sometimes waiting a

week and half messes you up with your studying. I ordered PT 67 and waited TWO WEEKS for it

and only had two weeks to study it before the LSAT. I do not work for this company nor am I

compensated in anyway for this review. Just a law student on a budget. Cheers!

LSAT PrepTest 69 was administered as the June 2013 LSAT. It's the 4th exam to have a 2-page

layout for Logic Games. Prior to the June 2012 LSAT (PrepTest 66), each actual LSAT only gave

you one page to complete each Logic Game and associated questions. Awful, right? Test-takers

back then hardly had any space for their diagrams.However, you're one of the lucky ones. Starting



with PrepTest 66, LSAC changed their policy, and decided to spread the questions associated with

each Logic Game across two separate pages. After LSAC released the June 2012 LSAT, LSAC told

me via email that it would continue with the 2-page spread for each Logic Game going forward. As

promised, PrepTests 67-69 also gave test-takers a 2-page layout for each Logic Game. (You can

read more details about this, along with snapshots of this new layout on my website. Just click on

the "Logic Games" heading at the top.)It's always been important to work through the newest exams

before you take the real thing, but working through the last few exams starting with 66 is especially

important because they're the only ones (as of this moment) to let you work on LGs with the new

layout.Make sure you get comfortable with having more space (not that it's so difficult, considering

it's a *good* change) before you take the LSAT!

This specific prep test is very resourceful and perfect for analytical LSAT review. The content of the

prep test is beneficial to those that are preparing to take the LSAT.

This PrepTest #69 is recent (at this time) and extremely useful in preparing for the LSAT. I've used it

myself and have bought this for others to use.
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